TECHNOVISION 12.0
REPORT
We have always strived to foster technical expertise among students. Technovision has always been a front-runner
in achieving this motto since its inception. Technovision has always achieved huge feats with unparalleled figures. It
has consistently grown in stature in terms of its content, infrastructure and logistics through the years. It attracts
enthusiastic students.

Technovision 12.0, organized by IEEE-RCOEM student branch and Technical club of RCOEM, was inaugurated on
29th August 2019 by Mr. Nirmal Kumar Bhandari, ADRM, (Operations), Central Railway, Nagpur Division, as the chief
guest of the event. Mr. Bhandari urged the students to view the engineering domain as a means to make the society
more comfortable and liveable. Delivering a presidential address, Principal Dr R.S. Pande gave an excellent insight
into the concept of Technovision and its evolution over the years. After the student convenor welcomed the
gathering, Dr. Richa Khandelwal, faculty convenor Technovision 12.0, gave information about the various technical
events as well as the workshops being organised. Dr Gaurav Goyal formally introduced the chief guest to the
audience. During the event, Workshops on diverse topics like Machine Learning, Air Conditioning, Solar Power, and
others were held.

WORKSHOPS
1. DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING:
The workshop was held on 27th -28th August 2019 by Prof. Sharmik Admane (EN Dept.) and Prof. Vipul Lande (ECE
Dept.). This 2 days hand-on DSP workshop gave the opportunity to explore and develop real-time DSP programs in a
laboratory environment and strengthen the student’s understanding of the DSP concepts. The workshop was based
on a low-cost development platform Cypress Spansion FM4 (ARM’s Cortex-M4 Processor) with on-board Audio
codec. This workshop provides a complete working set of audio signal processing concepts with hand-on approach:
•

Design and execute application code embedded platform.

•

Strengthen the student’s understanding of underlying DSP concepts.

•

Gain experience in working with modern day ARM’s Cortex-M4 Microcontroller.

2. GLACIER- TRENDS IN HEATING, VENTILATION and AIR CONDITIONING:
This workshop was held on 28th August 2019 (Wednesday) at Industrial Auditorium, Industrial Department in
coordination with ISHRAE Chapter, RCOEM. This workshop aims to impart knowledge and technical skills in the field
of Heating, Ventilation, Air conditioning and Refrigeration (HVAC&R) among the students. The workshop includes
sessions on Indoor Air Quality, Ventilation, Air Conditioning Systems and hands on experience on the various
components of the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning systems along with the tools being used to maintain the
various systems. The outcome of the workshop will be that the students will be able to understand the working
principle of various Refrigeration and Air Conditioning systems. The hands on experience on the tools and various
components of the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning systems would make them techno savvy.
Guest and Speakers: Mr. Kedar Patki (Regional Director, West Zone, ISHRAE), Mr. Sudhir Raje (President, ISHRAE
Chapter, Nagpur), Mr. Chirag Bhayani and Mr. Malviya

3. MODERN SURVEYING TECHNIQUES:
Around 62 participants from various colleges and institutions like RCOEM, Wainganga, Govt. Polytechnic, G. H.
Raisoni Academy and G. H. Raisoni COE were the parts of
this workshop.
First session “introduction to advanced Surveying technique”
was taken by Mr. Sandeep Shirkhedkar. Sir, briefed about the
major modern surveying techniques used worldwide like GIS ,
GPS, EDM ,Echo sounder and Total station, then, one of the
case study of 9 buildings as a part of building complex in

Madinah ,KSA . He described about how modern surveying techniques is used on field for large scale surveying
project. Second session started taken by Mr. Sarang Paranjpe ,he elaborated on Total Station ,its components ,its
merits and demerits ,Field applications , Principle of working of total station , how to draft points taken by the
observations from total station using AutoCAD , type of total station available in market based on accuracy and
precision of working. Third session taken by Mr. Aman Dhundhele, it was Demonstration of total station, he briefed
us about how to setup total station and its working , at the end each and every participant were allowed to perform
practical on total station.

4. FAMILIARIZATION WITH SOLAR POWER SYSTEM:
The workshop was conducted by the electrical department of RCOEM. The lecture was given by, Prof. M.M Renge,
Prof. Gaurav Goyal and Prof. Sawarkar. Key points covered in the workshop were:
•

Materials used to manufacture silicon based solar cells.

•

Principal of operation.

•

Problems that are to be solved and the major fields of research

•

Visit to installed system and information of the components used along with the panels.

•

Brief introduction to the on-grid and off-grid systems.

5. MACHINE LEARNING USING PYTHON:
The workshop was held on 28th-29th of August 2019 by CSE department of RCOEM.
Speaker: Shantanu Vishwanadha - Co-founder and CEO at ProChat, Community Organizer of Google Developers
group.

Basics of python were taught on the first day and Machine learning basics were covered on the second day. CSE’s
HOD interacted with the students and felicitated the speaker on the first day after lunch break. The speaker taught
students about basic python which was required to code in machine learning. He taught the commands, syntaxes
which are used in python. The workshop has the basic idea of machine learning of what machine learning is and how
does it works, what algorithms are used. Next day i.e. on 29th August students were given some codes in python to
practice. The workshop gave knowledge about how to make and train own google assistant in the practical session.
Also during all this practical and theory sessions, the speaker took various quizzes to make it more interesting.
Overall, the workshop was a success and proved to be very helpful for students.

EVENTS
1. EL-CLASSICO (Robot soccer event):
The event was held in two days from 29th to 30th August 2019. Event started at 11am on 29th August in electrical
department parking area. Total of 30 students including 8 students from different colleges participated in the event.
El-Classico provided a platform for students to know about basic working and controls of robots using DPDT,
encouraging them to learn more. On the basis of highest points earned in first round, two finalist were selected.
Final round between these two was conducted on 30th August the winner got certificate at valedictory function held
on 30th August.

2. GARUD:
This event was held on 29th August 2019. Total 4 teams participated in the competition. The event was contested in
2 rounds. Cash Prize of 10,000 was given to the winner on 30th August in Valedictory function. Round 1 was held on

29th August in Electrical department. Four teams participated in 1st round out of which 3 teams qualified for the
2nd round held on 30th August in basketball court of college campus.
'GARUD', a competition where participants learnt to design a wireless drone to fly over an obstacle course in
minimum time without crashing.

3. BREADBOARD MAZE:
The event was held on 29th and 30th of August 2019. The event was contested in 3 rounds. Total of 30 teams
participated in the event, each team comprising of 2 members.

Breadboard maze is a competition where participants were supposed to solve puzzled circuits, build them and get
the correct output. The first round was divided into 2 parts: 1) Aptitude test and 2) Draw the schematic. The first
round was just to test the basic knowledge of electronics components and rules of building circuits. The second
round was about building a simple IC 555 circuit (LED flasher circuit), the fastest one to build was qualified for the
last round. Last round was also about building circuit, but this time the circuit was a complex one. Teams were
allowed to ask for hint after every 7 minutes, with which their points were also deducted for every hint. Again the
fastest one was the winner of the event. 1st and 2nd winners were given cash prize.
Overall the event was a success, and everyone involved in this event had an amazing experience both at the
organising side and the learning side.

4. BERMUDA TRIANGLE:

The event was held on 29th and 30th of august 2019 at Electrical Department of RCOEM. The event was contested in
2 rounds and total of 7 teams participated in this competition. Prizes were given to first three rank holders.
The event encouraged students to learn about robotics which helped them to build their own functional robots thus
removing fear from their minds and giving them new perspective towards method of learning. The students were
supposed to make their own robots which can float on water and able to pick some goods from one part of arena to
another by tackling the tides, turbulence’s coming due to ‘Bermuda Triangle’. The one who delivers more number of
blocks was declared the winner. 10 minutes time was given to each team and 4 teams out of 7, qualified for the 2nd
final round.
Cash prize of 2500 rupees was given to 1st winner rupees 1000 and 500 to 2nd and 3rd winners respectively.

5. MIND THE LINE (Line following robot event):

The event was held two days from 29th to 30th August. 31 groups including 1 group from different colleges
participated in the event. Each group consists of 4 members. Event started at 11:30 am in Electronics department.
The event provided a platform for students to know about basic working principle of line following robots using
Arduino encouraging them to learn more about robotics and Arduino platform. The event consist of two round and
on the basis of highest points earned in first round, 11 team qualified for 2nd round, which was conducted on 30th
August. In this round top three teams were declared winner according to the points scored and were given cash
prizes at the valedictory function held on 30th august. All the participants too got the certificate of participation.
Overall the event was a success and everyone including the organising committee and participating students enjoyed
it.

6. AREA 51(Roborace):

The event was conducted on 29th and 30th August.The Event started at 11am on 29th August in IT/CS block of
RCOEM. 22 groups including 5 groups from BDCOE college (Wardha) participated in this event.
The participants were required to make a wired or wireless robot that completes the path with various obstacles and
reaches the target point within minimum time earning maximum points and on the basis of highest points and
minimum time 10 groups were selected for the next one on one round. The second round between these
participants was conducted at 11 am on 30th August at the same place and 4 groups were selected out of 10 for the
final round. It was again a one on one round and was conducted at 2 pm on 30th august .Out of the 4 groups 3
winners were selected and were ranked 1st 2nd and 3rd according to the points they secured and were also
felicitated with the cash prize of Rs 4000 at the valedictory function on the same day.

7. int elligence;(Coding competition):
The event was held on 29th-30th of August 2019. It was a two day event contested in 2 rounds. Both the rounds
were held on 29th august form 10 am, in IT department labs. Total 41 teams took part, 7 of which were individuals
and 34 were duos. 24 teams were qualified for the second round and 8 teams for the final third round which was
held on 30th of August. Cash prize of 1500 rupess was given to the 1st winner and 1000 to the first runner up in the
Valedictory function held on 30th of august. Participation certificates were also provided to all the participants. This
2 days coding contest gave the students the opportunity to develop and test coding, debugging and logical skills. It
was an attempt to imbibe coding skills using fun tactics among the participants. The feedback from everyone was
positive and students enjoyed the rounds they took part in.

